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Beauty

captured

in the threads

Artistic embroidery is a kind of face, which determines a people’s original culture, philosophy, world
outlook and what is more important, taste and sense of beauty.

B

eing one of the most ancient
types of craftsmanship, artistic embroidery not only
adorned national costumes and
household items, but determined
trends of development in ornamental arts. The art of embroidery is a
graphic example of the sense of
beauty and harmony characteristic of the Azerbaijani people.
These qualities have been nur-
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Tekelduz, embroidery, 20th century

tured for centuries and handed
down from generation to generation.
Archaeological
excavations
in Azerbaijan show that weaving
emerged in the late Stone Age here
because cattle-breeding started to
develop in that period. Ancient samples of fabrics found on the territory
of our country belong to the first
millennium BC. It is difficult to judge
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when people started to decorate
fabric with a type of embroidery as
the texture of fabric does not allow
it to be kept for many centuries. For
this reason, the “first” reports belong
to the 5th-6th centuries. Fragments
of silk fabric with traces of gold embroidery have been found in the
catacombs of Mingachevir.
It is interesting that since the
most ancient times of its existence,
artistic embroidery has been divided into homemade and professional types. Homemade embroidery
was a reflection of our ancestors’
mentality, customs and laws. It represents the huge potential of an ordinary person’s inner self, which was
accumulated for centuries. Thus,
homemade embroidery stands out
and develops in its own way, being
more stable and traditional. Professional embroidery characterizes
a specific epoch, and it emerges in
private workshops at rulers’ courts
and embodies the idea of strong
government, royal luxury and ideological directives. This is proved by
the ornamental composition of
the embroidery of one period, but
of different levels. The ornamental
composition of ancient homemade
embroidery in codified symbols reflected man’s main ideas of the universe. These were wavy lines, circles,
dots, geometric figures, astral motives, the tree of life, zoomorphic
pictures, etc., which had a deep
semantic meaning and formed the
picture of life and death on the
earth. The most ancient ornament
can be compared to pictographic
script, and the product – to an open
book in which you can read the philosophy of ancient man, his lifestyle,
interests and many other ideas by
which modern scientists can characterize the epoch. The professional
embroidery of the early Middle
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Men embroidering in silk,
late 19th century

Natavan’s handicrafts

Artistic embroidery, Ganja, 19th century
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Women’s clothes, jacket

Ages is characterized by subject images that illustrate scenes of courtiers’ life, folklore, scenes of hunting,
many zoomorphic pictures, as well
as magic creatures that symbolize
the power of government. During archaeological excavations
on the territory of the Albanian
state, both rough fabrics with
simple embroidery and thin
delicate fabrics with elements of
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embroidery, beads, shining pendants, buttons and silk thread
were found.
The next stage in the development of Azerbaijani art was the Arab
invasion and the spread of the Islamic religion, which totally destroyed
previous forms of the art language
and created its own unusually complex graphic ornamental language
subordinate to strict mathematical

logic and calligraphic script that infiltrated all types of arts. The creators
of the main compositional structures and ornamental motives were
professional ornamental artists that
decorated the holiest human product in the East – the book. All these
compositional techniques and
methods of decoration moved from
luxury books to architectural ceramics, jewelry, carpets and fabrics.
The flourishing of all types of art
falls to the early 16th century when the
strong centralized Safavid state with its
capital in Tabriz emerged in Azerbaijan. The ripening of the arts language,
which went through many centuries
of development and reached its highest point in the 16th century, dates back
to this period. This period also represents a new epoch in Azerbaijani arts,
which had a great impact on neighboring countries and determined the
style of the epoch. Manifestations of
a new style in arts were stylized plant
and flower ornaments, the grace of the
picture, smoothness, softness of lines,
diversity of compositional solutions,
the sonority of colors and lyrical interpretation of plots. This period is characterized by the special flourishing of
weaving and embroidery. Numerous
reports have remained from travelers,
merchants and diplomats of that period who admired the magnificent luxury of Safavid rulers who wore expensive
silk embroidered with gold and jewelry
and expensive thematic fabrics made
in Tabriz and embroidered with gold
and silver threads, which were one of
the main items of export. They were
also given to kings of Europe and Asia.
Also, rich material for studying artistic embroidery is contained in Tabriz
miniatures on which painters, with
scrupulosity typical of this type of art,
depicted many types of embroidery,
their place on costumes and household items, ornamental and compowww.irs-az.com

sitional structures and color solutions.
The main traits that make Azerbaijani
embroidery different are the observation of strict symmetry and rhythm in
the structure of a composition, as well
as the ability to harmonically combine
local multispectral colors. Historical
chronicles testify that the most common types of embroidery were gold
and chain embroidery and embroidery
decorated with beads and jewels, as
well as gurama.
Gold embroidery was carried
out on thick fabrics, mainly dark
velvet and broadcloth. It looked especially effective on velvet whose
fleecy texture brilliantly shaded the
sheen of gold and silver threads.
Gold embroidery was used to decorate clothes and household items –
all sorts of purses, cases, boxes, etc.
Centers of production were such
major cities as Tabriz, Shamakhi,
Baku, Nakhchivan and Ganja. It must
be noted that at the rulers’ courts,
there were separate workshops in
which professional masters embroidered various things with gold and
silver threads on the basis of sketches for representatives of high society
and for export. The main ornamental motives were stylized plant and
geometric ornaments, the motive of
the tree of life with a pair of birds on
the sides and astral motives.
Chain embroidery was also
made on thick fabrics – mainly red,
black and dark blue – with colored
silk and woolen threads. A lot of
combinations of rich and deep dark
tones were used, and they beautifully harmonized with ornaments
of different colors and filled the
margins of products. Chain embroidery differed for the richness of
its colorist design and diversity of
compositional solutions. These were
medallion compositions of different
interpretations, in which plant and
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Embroidery, 19th century

zoomorphic motives were interwoven. Chain embroidery was used to
make all kinds of coverlets, pillowcases, mutaks, horse clothes, small
carpets and tablecloths.
The technique of embroidery
with beads and precious stones
and later with shining metal pen-

dants is one of the traditional
ones for Azerbaijani arts. Beads
were used to embroider clothes and
shoes, decorative curtains, coverlets,
pillowcases, mirror veils, as well as
small elegant cases and chibouks.
By changing the colors of the beads,
compositions were created which
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resembled mosaic pictures of all
colors of the rainbow. Thanks to the
color of the thread, it was possible
to show the volume and chiaroscuro. Depending on the purpose and
size of the item, the technique of
embroidery was different. The main
ornamental motives that decorated
beaded embroidery were geometrical, strongly stylized zoomorphic
and rarely anthropomorphic ornaments. Beaded embroidery was
especially widespread in Shamakhi,
Ganja, Gazakh and Barda.
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The 16th century is called the
golden age of Azerbaijani arts.
All types of art experience a rise and
develop in close contact with each
other on a single ornamental, compositional and colorist base created
both on the basis of succession of
ancient traditions and with the help
of famous ornamental painters and
miniaturists of the time. Pieces of
art which survived to this day and
are kept in many museums and
private collections around the
world still astonish us with their

richness and beauty and cause
a feeling of patriotic pride in the
original and rich traditions and
culture of Azerbaijan.
The 19th century is marked with
another rise in embroidery. Many
pieces of embroidery at that time
are equal to the unrivalled pieces of
16th century masters in their performance. Various regions of Azerbaijan tended towards different technologies of embroidery, but gold,
chain embroidery, embroidery in
satin stitch, with beads, pendants,
“julma” embroidery were the most
common. Leather embroidery became especially developed at that
time. Special silk, woolen and metal
threads were used for embroidery.
Things surrounding people were
richly embroidered with patterns
and subject scenes and gave them
a national flavor. This period is characterized by the flourishing of chain
embroidery which developed in
Sheki. Special workshops were set
up here, in which men embroidered
household items for export, observing and continuing the traditions of
past centuries. The late 18th and early 19th centuries were also marked
with the emergence of a new technique of embroidery called pila –
round shining metal pendants. This
technique was used to embroider
curtains, coverlets, pillows and numerous small household items. The
pila embroidery was always made in
combination with other varieties.
Artistic embroidery in all its
diversity is widely represented
in museums of the country. The
Carpet Museum, the Azerbaijan
History Museum and the R. Mustafayev Museum of Arts demonstrate unique samples of 18th-20th
century embroidery.
We would like to point out that
traditions of artistic embroidery in
www.irs-az.com

Azerbaijan are very strong. Various
techniques of embroidery were developed in all spheres in Azerbaijan
both at the professional and homemade level. Throughout centuries,
both types of embroidery mutually influenced and penetrated each
other, creating a single stylistic base
for Azerbaijani decorative arts. It is
difficult to overestimate the role of
artistic embroidery in the daily life
of the Azerbaijani people. Speaking about people’s embroidery, it
must be noted that women and
young girls have been engaged in
embroidery since time immemorial. Every woman had to know how
to sew, weave and embroider. They
learnt these skills from their grandmothers and mothers and handed
it down to their daughters and
granddaughters. Thus, Azerbaijani
women continued this tradition
from generation to generation, and
each of them introduced new compositions, interpreting ancient ornamental motives in a new way and
perfecting technical methods. They
say that women could not marry
without this skill. As soon as a girl
was born in the family, her mother
and grandmother started to prepare
her dowry (jehiz). Depending on the
financial status of the family, a certain number of things were embroidered, and if there were more things
embroidered with gold, the bride
was regarded as rich. The dowry was
placed in big incrusted or decorated
chests, which were also an integral
part of the jehiz. In villages, items
required for the dowry included
various carpets and numerous carpet items – mafrash, khurjun, horse
cloths and carpet coverlets. Urban
families, apart from carpets, added
to the dowry various tablecloths,
curtains, coverlets, pillowcases, a
great number of small things emwww.irs-az.com
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broidered with gold, silver, beads
and pendants such as purses, cases
for glasses, pens, combs, prayer
books, tobacco, etc.
Traditions of embroidery still live.
Even at our time when preference
is given to fashion, artistic embroidery continues its endless life in
time. Both professional artists and
amateurs are working on various
techniques, continuing the business
of their grandmothers and great
grandmothers. In their works, they
try to preserve and hand down
to the generations to come the
subtle taste, the sense of propor-

tion, the sense of harmony and
all the eternal values in which the
Azerbaijani are so rich. We would
also like to point out that forms of
decorative thinking, honed for centuries, continue their story, proving
the continuity and antiquity of our
culture once again.
P.S. In one of its next articles about
artistic embroidery, the magazine
plans to focus on the modern development of this type of art on the example
of works by professional and amateur
masters.
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